Abstract
This article traces a conflict that erupted in the late 19th century between the Armenians and the Süryani. This conflict, I argue, precipitated nothing less than the creation of the Süryani community itself. The dispute began over the key to a closet in the Church of the Holy Sepulchre, but it quickly evolved. Soon, the Armenians and the Süryani were clashing over holy places all around Jerusalem. The dispute centered on an Ottoman administrative arrangement which had been institutionalized nearly 400 years earlier: yamakl. The Ottoman investigators, however, were unfamiliar with this archaic arrangement and had to be reeducated as to its terms and its history. The Süryani and the Armenians offered divergent accounts. Where the Armenians furnished hard documentation, however, the Süryani could produce only claims to tradition and local practice. In this article I argue that, through this protracted conflict, the Süryani came to understand the importance of the documentary record in a post-Tanzimat Ottoman world. They thus turned to an alternative strategy that would conform to this documentary sensibility and render their community visible to the state: a series of petitions with thousands of Süryani signatures from around the Ottoman Empire.
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On the final day of January 1882, Bishop Jirjis Sadadi sat in a monastery in Jerusalem. He penned a letter in Garshuni, or Syro-Arabic, to Süryani Patriarch Ignatius Peter IV in Mardin, some 500 miles away in southeast Anatolia. A crisis was at hand, and the bishop’s letter narrated its development in detail. The Armenians had affixed a lock to the door of a small closet (khazāna) in the Church of the Holy Sepulchre that had traditionally been reserved for the Süryani. When the Süryani demanded the key, the Armenians refused. The Süryani complained to the Armenian leader (rayyis) of the church, but to no avail. They then took the matter to the Armenian patriarch of Jerusalem, who explained, “I told His Excellency your patriarch: if you have papers (awrāq) such as imperial orders and juridical documents (firmānāt ʿaḥ-ḥujaj) stating that the property (al-māl) is yours, show them.” Jirjis continued, “At that time the flame of jealousy (nār al-ghayra) ignited within us for the rights of our denomination (tāʾifā), which they want to subordinate to [the Armenians].”

The conflict over a closet key quickly turned violent. One Sunday after Mass, the Armenians, Jirjis claimed, attacked a group of Süryani worshippers. The Süryani
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immediately informed the church’s Rumi leader (rayyis) who apologized profusely and condemned the Armenians’ belligerence. He inquired as to the “terms” (shurūtāt) between them. The Süryani responded that there were no terms. The Rumi leader instructed them to take the matter to the Rumi patriarch, which they did. The Rumi patriarch reassured them and promised assistance. Emboldened, the Süryani returned to the church the following Sunday to conduct Mass. After the Süryani had finished the ceremony, the Armenians attacked once again, this time with sticks and iron tools. The reason for this attack might have been prompted by the Süryani appearing at a time not designated for their worship or by the Süryani again demanding the key. It might have been because the Armenians were generally annoyed at the assertion of Süryani authority. Whatever the immediate reason, there would be injuries on both sides. The Rum came to the Süryani’s aid and soon the provincial government—including the army captain (yiẓbaṣ), the police (ziḥtiyye), and the governor of Jerusalem (mutasarrif)—arrived at the scene.3 The empire had stepped in.

Upon hearing of the incident, the Süryani bishop made immediately for the Ottoman governor’s office. The governor explained to him that the Armenians claimed they had imperial orders (firmaqtāt) from the Ottomans according them the closet. “If this is true, let them produce them,” Jirjis replied. The governor asked if they too had papers or orders (awraqa wa wa awāmir) for the closet, to which Jirjis responded that yes, they did. “Prepare them for when the time requires,” the governor advised. At the time Jirjis was writing, the crisis had not yet been resolved. In fact, it was only just beginning. Although Jirjis could not have known this at the time, he understood that the community was being tested: “For war (al-ḥarb) does not happen by the strength of one or two (bi-quwwat wa hād aw ithnayn),” he concluded. “Nor is it won with chatter (al-ghalaba), but only by the power of God and uniting (al-jamʿ).”4 The problem of Armenian authority over the Süryani and their sacred places would organize the next decade of correspondence and conflict in these intersecting communities.

Eleven years later, a series of petitions arrived in Istanbul bearing not tens, not hundreds, but thousands of Süryani stamp-signatures. The petitions arrived from all over Anatolia and the Arab world: Mosul, Urfa, Aleppo, and elsewhere still. The sheer physical size of the petitions was overwhelming, and more striking were the seemingly innumerable personal stamps impressed side by side. On certain petitions, they spilled over onto the back. This was a full-scale communal mobilization, a declaration of collective identity that the Süryani community had never made before. From the contents of the petitions, it is clear that the scope of the crisis had grown considerably since the 1882 skirmish about church access. As the petitions made clear, the Armenians were contesting Süryani rights not simply to the closet but to churches and shrines all around Jerusalem as well as, most controversially, a shared cemetery.

To restore their traditional rights to these sacred places, the Süryani petitioners demanded an end to an Ottoman administrative arrangement heretofore obscure in Ottoman historiography: yamaklik. This was the system by which the Armenians served as the Süryanis’ representatives to Istanbul; the Süryani were petitioning for its discontinuation. “Please,” the Süryani petitioners concluded,
ask the other millets in the aforementioned places, such as the Rum of Jerusalem, about our rights in the shrines and churches. Give an end as soon as possible to this yamaklıgı that is being taken by the Armenians as a pretext to plunder and tyrannize us [üzerrimize tahakküme].

The Sûryani were no longer satisfied with the hierarchical administration of Ottoman Christians as defined by yamaklıgı.

This article traces the conflict between the Sûryani and the Armenians over this little-known Ottoman administrative arrangement. In the petitions, the Sûryani complained to the Ottomans that the Armenians were using the arrangement as a pretext to infringe upon their traditional rights in the Church of the Holy Sepulchre in Jerusalem and elsewhere. As will become clear, the late 19th-century Ottoman state had no patience for such nebulous claims to tradition. They preferred the hard evidence of documentation; this, the Sûryani lacked. The Sûryani did not cede their claim to traditional rights, however. Rather, they made the claim in a new form, one which conformed to the Ottomans’ concern with documentation and to Tanzimat-era modes of representation. The result was a series of petitions that amounted to nothing less than the creation of the Sûryani community itself.

My aim is to account for the new form of Sûryani communal articulation represented by this series of petitions. As we shall see, the petitions were an assertion of rights as well as of presence, one that perhaps surprised the Ottomans but doubtlessly piqued their interest. This was a time in which the Ottomans were seeking more and more information on what was still a largely obscure populace. The Sûryani’s contested relationship with the Armenian millet had already made them rather difficult to classify, a situation analogous to the problem of census-taking in Ottoman Macedonia in the aftermath of the Greek–Bulgarian schism. In the Ottoman yearbooks (sg. salname) from the second half of the 19th century, the Sûryani were sometimes listed as tied to or included in the Armenian millet, and sometimes not. This documentation was contested. In 1874, the Sûryani patriarch had appealed to the Ottomans to recognize his community as an independent millet. He was no doubt aware of the 19th-century proliferation of millets and was likely looking to the formation of the Bulgarian Exarchate in 1870 as a recent precedent for the Sûryani’s own separation from the Armenians.

It was not until the series of petitions in the 1890s, however, that the Sûryani collectively announced themselves to the Ottoman bureaucracy with such force. By that time, the Sûryani had waged a protracted bureaucratic battle with the Armenians over access to holy places in Jerusalem in the broader context of a dispute over the nature of the administrative relationship between the two communities. This bureaucratic encounter, I wish to suggest, was the context in which the Sûryani came to identify themselves textually to the Ottoman state through a series of petitions. My argument is that the 19th-century bureaucratic reforms known collectively as the Tanzimat generated a particular conception of history that forced the Sûryani community to document and render itself differently than it had previously. In particular, the bureaucratic primacy of the documentary record compelled the Sûryani to produce a textual community through petitions. These petitions inscribed the Sûryani community into a Tanzimat bureaucracy in which legibility was essential to securing imperial rights and protections.

The Sûryani–Armenian conflict over holy spaces in Jerusalem necessitated recourse not simply to history but, crucially, to archival research. The Armenians searched for
documentary evidence of the Süryanis’ official subordination to their millet while the Süryani struggled to produce evidence of what they claimed to be their traditional rights. The Ottoman investigators, for their part, took to the paper trail to understand: what was this archaic arrangement known as *yamaklı* to begin with? They did not know, or else had forgotten. The Süryani found that the documentary record was not on their side and consequently had to rely on a nebulous claim to traditional rights. But they understood that this claim had to come in a particular textual form. By the 1890s, the Süryani had come to understand the new importance of documentation in relation to communal rights. This was not all, though. More than that, the Süryani had realized that the community itself was facing an existential threat. For when the Armenians claimed in the late 19th century—the age of the census—that the Süryani were simply an extension of their millet, it was a direct challenge to the possibility of a Süryanı collectivity, a threat to the category of Süryani itself. The petitions thus did multiple things. First, they did not so much document the Süryanı community as much as they generated a conception of the Süryanı community as documented. Second, the petitions gave documentary life to the otherwise undocumented Süryanı claim to traditional rights. In this sense, these petitions brought both the Süryanı community and its past into being in conformity with the 19th-century Ottoman bureaucracy’s documentary conception of history. This was a powerful act, one that reverberated, as we will see, at the highest levels of the Ottoman state.

A word on the term “community” is in order before proceeding. In their petitions, the Süryani referred most often to the collectivity they claimed to represent as a “millet.” As noted earlier, the usage of this term should be understood as an assertion of those same rights that other recently established millets—such as the Armenian Catholic and Protestant millets—had achieved earlier in the century. Elsewhere in the petitions, however, they refer to themselves as a *cemaat* (Arabic: *jamaʿa*), which can be translated generically as “group.” In the bishop’s initial letter to the patriarch he refers to “*ṭāʿīfa*” which, in the local context of intra-Christian competition in Jerusalem, we should understand as “denomination.” But as Ussama Makdisi reminds us, the meanings of such terms were not simply evolving but were actively contested in the 19th century. What exactly constituted a millet, furthermore, has been the subject of decades of Ottoman scholarship. My use of the terms “community” and “communal” is not meant to serve as a translation of millet or of any other of the terms found in the documents. Rather, “community” as well as “communal” should be understood to refer both to the higher order of collectivity to which the petitioning Süryanı aspired as well as to the dialogic and discursive process by which that collectivity could be conceived and articulated. The term is unstable for it contains within it the changing meanings of text, history, and identity particular to this late 19th-century Ottoman moment.

This episode of inter-communal conflict highlights a feature of the Tanzimat reforms which has heretofore received scant attention: the consequences of the new bureaucratic practices themselves. The traditional literature focused primarily on the shifting balance of power between the sultan and reformist statesmen and portrayed the Tanzimat reforms as a one-directional process of top-down imposition. More recently, scholars have turned their attention to how Ottoman subjects responded to and negotiated the reforms. This article takes inspiration from this revisionist literature in considering how the Süryanı reacted to the Tanzimat reforms. It furthers this literature not simply by
examining a particular feature of the Tanzimat bureaucracy—concern with the documentary record—but also by demonstrating how this documentary sensibility precipitated a reformulation of Sûryani communal identity. The insights of this article build on Selim Deringil’s pioneering work on the late 19th century. Deringil has demonstrated that, faced with a legitimacy crisis, the Ottomans of the second half of the 19th century realized that they would need more than simply the passive compliance of their subjects. The empire had to insert itself more directly into the everyday lives of Ottoman society to cultivate a loyal citizenry. The epistemological change traced in this article should be interpreted as part and parcel of this late-Ottoman conquest of its population, though perhaps as one of its subtler manifestations. Indeed the primacy that the Tanzimat bureaucracy accorded to the documentary record was not enforced institutionally through law or education. Rather, it was something that late-Ottoman subjects encountered in their everyday bureaucratic dealings, something to which they had to adapt if they were to be successful in their claims on the imperial state.

It is important to underscore that the transformation I have identified should not be understood as bureaucratization. The Ottoman Empire had long been a bureaucratic one. As the empire expanded over the course of the 16th century it developed an increasingly large and professionalized bureaucracy to manage its territory. Heather Ferguson has recently argued that in the early 17th century, the Ottomans employed legal commands in textual form to create a “grammar of rule” that idealized an Ottoman vision of order. Bureaucracy and paper had thus long been central to Ottoman imperial rule. But if, as Ferguson argues, the Ottomans created texts and genres of text to enforce a vision of order in the early modern period, the late 19th-century Ottomans’ relationship to text was somewhat more “historical.” Those who could substantiate their claims on the imperial state with documentary evidence would receive its blessing. In the case at hand, official Ottoman bureaucrats had to be reminded by the imperial subjects themselves what the documentary record was. The 19th-century transformation is therefore not in the level of bureaucratization but rather in the bureaucratic practices themselves. The meaning and function of text within the bureaucracy had changed.

If the heightened importance of the documentary record was new in the 19th century, the institution of petitioning the sultan certainly was not. The right of any subject to petition the sultan had long been a fundamental component of the Ottoman idea of justice. Historians have demonstrated that Ottoman subjects made extensive use of petitions to the sultan as a form of politics throughout the history of the empire. With the proliferation of new forms of political and legal recourse in the 19th century, such as the Nizamiye courts, one might expect that the relatively antiquated practice of petitioning would have become obsolete. As Yuval Ben-Bassat has argued, however, petitions to the sultan in fact increased in number in the late 19th century, due in part to technological advances such as the telegraph. But the institution of petitioning, long a bolster of the notion of Ottoman justice, also acquired elevated importance amidst the legitimacy crisis described by Deringil. What is more, Ben-Bassat has argued that late Ottoman petitions reflect a more citizen-like approach to governance, with petitioners expecting the state to provide redress for an increasingly diverse array of issues, such as interand intracommunal affairs, which had not been the subject of petitions in the past. All this is to say that if the Sûryani petitions harkened back to an age-old pact of justice...
between ruler and ruled, they were also invested with new meaning particular to their political—and, I would add, epistemological—late 19th-century context.

For some historians of the late Ottoman Empire, petitions signify the emergence of the public sphere, class formation, and incipient democracy. Thus in Beirut dignitaries’ petitions to Istanbul from the later 19th century, to take one example, Jens Hanssen finds evidence of a “bourgeois urban revolution.”26 In his study of late Ottoman Nablus, Beshara Doumani points to peasant petitions to the sultan as evidence of the disintegration of the vertical organization of provincial society. Doumani detects the characteristics of “class struggle” and sees the peasants as modern subjects who represent themselves as “tax-paying citizens” deserving “equal protection under the law.”27 This article takes a different approach to late Ottoman petitions. I seek to highlight the documentary epistemology that undergirded the Süryani petitions in their particular social context rather than their evidence of class formation or democratic aspirations. If these documents are one key archive for late Ottoman reform, finding incipient democracy is not easy to do. Instead, what one finds in abundance is the desire to use bureaucracy to articulate a concept of community coordinate with a concept of history. One crucial feature of the petitions is the new bureaucratic positions, such as muhtar (headman) and aẓa (councilman), with which the Süryani signatories identified themselves. These positions—creations of the Tanzimat—were intended to multiply the representatives of an Ottoman society that was meant to shed its corporate and local loyalties and turn toward the state. But while the various Süryani signatories accepted these new powers of representation, they used them not as representatives of the broader Ottoman populace but to consolidate an incipient Süryan community.

Finally and at the broadest level, this article highlights the transformative nature of the 19th-century Ottoman Empire. The article thus goes against a trend in Ottoman historiography which has criticized the narrative of 19th-century rupture. Whereas the Tanzimat had previously been understood as having emanated from an imperial center after exposure to 19th-century European influence, this revisionist literature has demonstrated, for instance, that the reforms had their roots in the provinces as well as in the 17th and 18th centuries.28 The reforms, in other words, were as much the product of longue durée internal transformations as they were of external pressure and influence. This was no doubt the case. But when we shift our focus from the origins of the reforms to the consequences of the new bureaucratic practices themselves, the rupture is plainly evident, attested in part by the sheer quantity of paper produced in the 19th century as compared to earlier periods. What is more, scholars of the 19th century have long argued for the decidedly modern roots of new forms of communal identification such as nationalism and sectarianism.29 The episode of Ottoman-Süryani history that this article addresses, and the need for communal documentation that it exposes, will perhaps illuminate the relationship between the Tanzimat reforms, regardless of their origins, and a range of modern forms of communal identification.

The remainder of the article is divided into three sections. In the first, I give an account of the origins and development of the Ottoman administrative arrangement that stood at the center of the Jerusalem crisis: yamaklik. The second section narrates this crisis of the 1880s and 1890s, the Ottoman bureaucratic investigation that followed, and the Süryani communal petitions the crisis engendered. This section draws heavily on Ottoman Turkish primary sources from the Başbakanlık Osmanlı Arşivi (Ottoman State
Archives) as well as Syro-Arabic primary sources from the Syriac Orthodox Patriarchal Archive of Dayr al-Za’faran (Dayro d-Kurkmo), near Mardin. In the final section, I consider the changes that occurred to religious communal identity in the 19th-century Ottoman Empire and the implications of the bureaucratic reforms for how we understand them.

YAMAKLIK: ORIGINS AND DEVELOPMENT

The experience of non-Muslims in the Ottoman Empire has garnered great scholarly attention. Yet for all the scrutiny the Christians and Jews of the Ottoman Empire have received, we know remarkably little about non-Muslim communities outside of the three major millets: the Jews, the Armenians, and the Greek Orthodox.30 What is more, while relations between Muslims and non-Muslims as well as those between non-Muslim communities and the state have been well documented, much less consideration has been given to relations within and between non-Muslim communities—this is true of the historiography of the modern Middle East as well as the Ottoman Empire.31 Perhaps because of this lacuna in the literature, it is commonplace to note that there existed no coherent, overarching administrative policy toward the empire’s non-Muslims. Rather, the notion goes, Ottoman relations with their non-Muslim subjects were varied and locally specific.32 In this section I demonstrate that while there may have been no overarching administrative policy, we can discern a certain logic of Ottoman governance of non-Muslims. I illuminate this logic through an exposition of a little-known Ottoman administrative institution: yamaklik.33

In modern Turkish, yamaklik translates loosely to “apprenticeship” or “assistantship.” The term yamak was originally used in an early Ottoman military context to denote a particular rank, and it later found usage amongst craft guilds.34 In the context of Ottoman intra-Christian relations, it meant something closer to “dependent” or “subordinate.” As we will see, yamaklik was the system through which all the Christians of Jerusalem—not just the Armenians and the Rum but also the Ethiopians, the Serbs, the Copts, the Georgians, the Suryani, and others still—were meant to be represented to the state. This arrangement was institutionalized after the conquest of Jerusalem in 1516, when the Ottomans formalized the pre-existing intra-Christian relations they found there. Each of the smaller Christian communities would be represented to the Porte through either the Armenian or the Rumi patriarch: yamaklar (“dependents,” sg. yamak) to the larger communities, millets within a millet, as it were.35 While yamaklik was initially confined to Jerusalem and its environs, its logic and application developed and eventually extended to far corners of the empire.

With the Ottoman conquests of Constantinople, Anatolia, and the Balkans, many non-Muslims of different faiths came under their dominion. The conquest of Jerusalem in 1516 made the Ottomans guardians of some of the holiest sites in Christianity as well as the panoply of Christians who lived in the area. A formal arrangement was required—yamaklik was the result. By the time the Ottomans arrived, of course, the Christians residents in Jerusalem had previously existing arrangements in place. A century after the Christological decisions of the Council of Chalcedon in 451, Jerusalem saw a schism between the dyophysite and miaphysite churches. Thereafter, the hierarchy of the see of Jerusalem was split in two, with the Greek Orthodox
patriarchate exercising jurisdiction over all the dyophysite churches and the Armenian patriarchate exercising jurisdiction over the miaphysites. These latter included the Ethiopians, the Copts, and the Syriacs (known in Ottoman times as the Süryani). Thus did Caliph ʿUmar find the Christians of Jerusalem when he entered the city in 637. When Sultan Selim I and the Ottomans conquered the city some 900 years later, the same hierarchy was apparently still intact. True to form, the Ottomans sought by and large to preserve social relations in Jerusalem as they had always been (kadımden beri). To that end, they issued a firman to the Jerusalem Armenian patriarchate on 8 November 1517 specifying the churches, monasteries, shrines, and other holy sites which were to be controlled by the Armenian patriarchate and allocated for Armenian use as well as the use of their yamaklar, or dependents. “The churches, monasteries, and other shrines inside and outside [of Jerusalem],” it stated, “shall be the formal possessions of the Armenian patriarch and shall be used for the rites of the Armenian patriarch and its yamaklar, the Ethiopian, Coptic, and Süryani millets.” No one from another millet, it continued, had the right to intrude on Armenian holy places nor interfere with Armenian yamaklar. The Ottomans apparently issued a contemporaneous firman to the Rumi patriarchate of Jerusalem.

Whereas this initial firman stated that the Süryani, the Copts, and the Ethiopians were yamaklar to the Armenians, the firman given to the Rumi patriarch of Jerusalem stated that the Süryani and Ethiopians, in addition to the Georgians, were subject to the Rum. Who was yamak to whom? For the Rum and Armenians of Jerusalem, vying for power and influence, this would be a source of great conflict in the centuries that followed. In the 17th and 18th centuries, sultanic firmans and hüküms (rulings) gave contradictory information. In a document issued to a Jerusalem judge in 1638, the Ethiopians, Copts, and Süryani were recorded as subject to the Armenians. Just nineteen years later in 1657, another document indicated that the Georgians, Ethiopians, Süryani, and Copts were all subject to the Rum. One scholar claimed to have found authoritative documents clearly demonstrating that the Ethiopians, Copts, and Süryani were yamaklar to the Armenians while the Georgians, Serbs, and Russians were yamaklar to the Rum.

Given such frequent conflict, it seems all we can say for sure is that yamaklık was a system by which all the Christian denominations of Jerusalem were meant to be represented to the Porte. The internal workings were subject to change and appeared to have had primarily to do with power struggles between the Rum and the Armenians. The significance of yamaklar to the influence, self-image, and identity of the larger Rum and Armenian communities has not yet been studied.

The logic and implementation of yamaklık would not be confined only to Jerusalem. As intra-Christian conflicts cropped up around the empire, the concept of yamaklık would be periodically invoked. In 1839–40, for instance, the sultan issued a firman to the Armenian patriarchate concerning the Süryani, both “Jacobite” (Orthodox) and Catholic, resident in the provinces of Baghdad, Damascus, Aleppo, Diyarbakir, and Mosul. The firman forbade them from interfering in each others’ affairs. By imperial order, the Armenian Catholic metropolitanate (merхаșa) would manage the administration of the Süryani Catholics while “the rest [of the Süryani], as before, shall remain under Armenian yamaklık” (ve mâ ʿadāsī kemā fi-s-sābīk Ermeni yamakliğında kalmak üzere). To give another example: a century earlier, the Süryani patriarchate wrote to Istanbul requesting that Nestorians in Aleppo attend their churches rather than those of
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the Franks. This request was denied in a firman which held that, because the Nestorians were not yamak to any Christian community, the Rum, Armenians, and Süryani had no right to interfere in their affairs. At times, then, yamaklık served as an organizing principle for intra-Christian relations not only in Jerusalem but more widely across the empire.

How and why did the scope of yamaklık spread? From the two examples above, we might surmise that it was the Ottomans who dictated its expansion. Yamaklık, by this logic, would have been an administrative arrangement the imperial government could cite when it so chose. Having worked out intra-Christian relations in Jerusalem (incompletely, of course), yamaklık was a handy precedent for imperial consideration when sorting communal relations elsewhere in the empire. There is reason to believe, however, that Christian communities themselves made recourse to the logic of yamaklık. According to Armenian sources, on 8 August 1783, the “nation of the Assyrians,” of their own volition, “fell under our [the Armenian Patriarchate of Constantinople] authority.” In that same year the Süryani Church saw a schism which resulted in two competing claims to the patriarchate—one Orthodox, one Catholic. One suspects that the Orthodox Süryani, in the face of the Catholic threat, tied themselves to the Orthodox Armenians—a significantly larger community with close ties to Istanbul—to strengthen their position. Yamaklık was a tool for common use.

What can we conclude from our preliminary account of this heretofore little-known institution? Yamaklık, though not a creation of the Ottomans, was formalized in the Ottoman documentary record in 1517. It was first and foremost an administrative arrangement specific to intra-Christian relations and local to Jerusalem. The Christian millets—Armenian and Rumi—clashed over control of the yamaklar as they jockeyed for power and influence. Despite its local origins, yamaklık was referenced and invoked as an organizing principle elsewhere in the empire. Though we cannot speak of yamaklık as a coherent system, it appears possible to speak of a certain yamak “logic” that reconciled the generality of Ottoman Christian as a broad category as well as the Ottoman position that “unbelief constitutes one nation”— al-kofr milla wa ḥāida—with the reality of Christian denominational plurality across the empire. Kemal Karpat has also discerned this logic, noting, for instance, that the Ottoman state “did not try to eliminate all the interfaith divisions stemming from the different ethnic characteristics of various groups so long as those ethnic characteristics were useful in consolidating the community and especially the state.” For the Ottomans, government was “the art of ruling the unruly, reconciling the irreconcilable, and creating harmony out of ethnoreligious discord.” Yamaklık worked toward precisely this end.

In his assessment of the “so-called millet system,” Benjamin Braude judged, “it was not an institution or even a group of institutions, but rather it was a set of arrangements, largely local, with considerable variation over time and place.” This was no doubt the case. But yamaklık should push us to consider that these local arrangements could expand well beyond the locales of their genesis, and might even reveal a broad logic, if not a rigid institutionalization, of Ottoman governance of non-Muslims.

THE JERUSALEM CRISIS

In the years following Bishop Jirjis Sadadi’s initial letter to the patriarch in 1882, the crisis in the Church of the Holy Sepulchre grew in scope and severity. It began with the
closet, but by the end of the decade the Armenians and the Süryani were clashing over shrines, churches, and monasteries all around Jerusalem and, most importantly, a shared cemetery. By 1891 the crisis had precipitated a full-scale Süryani mobilization as clergymen, lay leaders, and community representatives petitioned Istanbul not simply from Jerusalem but from around the empire. The conflict hinged on the precepts of yamakhk, which had been institutionalized nearly 400 years prior. What follows is a narrative of the crisis compiled on the basis of: the letter written by the Süryani bishop of Jerusalem to the patriarch in Mardin; Ottoman bureaucratic documents produced by investigations of the conflict; and Süryani communal petitions to Istanbul. Throughout the narrative I demonstrate the bureaucratic primacy given to the documentary record over local practice. The contrast with early modern bureaucratic practice will be evident.

When the Ottomans incorporated new territories in the 15th through 17th centuries, they would call upon the local population to explain local practice, record that practice, and modify imperial rule accordingly.51 The institutionalization of yamakhk in 1517 reflected this sensitivity to local conditions in early modern Ottoman imperial rule. By the time that the Süryani appealed to local knowledge and practice in the late 19th century, however, Ottoman imperial commitments had changed.

By the Süryani bishop’s account, the Süryani first attempted to resolve the crisis locally. As we saw earlier, the Süryani initially approached the Armenians directly about the lock they found on the closet door. When the Armenians refused to surrender the key and after the outbreak of violence, the Süryani solicited help from the Rum. Here we see how parties to an interdenominational conflict might seek to involve a Christian third party. The Süryani bishop’s account further reveals recourse to forms of local knowledge and tradition. For instance, the Süryani told the Rumi leader in the Church of the Holy Sepulchre that there were no “terms” between them and the Armenians. Their respective rights, in other words, were simply known. Similarly, in their conversation with the Ottoman governor of Jerusalem the Süryani suggested, “Your Excellency can ask the other denominations about the truth.”52 The Süryani insisted on the salience of local knowledge. Everyone was aware of their communal rights, they reasoned, and everyone knew the Armenians were infringing upon them.

But a new regime of knowledge was taking hold. Even in this initial account we see flashes of the documentary hegemony over intercommunal conflicts that would forcefully come to the fore as the Jerusalem crisis developed. When the Süryani brought the conflict to the attention of the Armenian patriarch of Jerusalem, he pointed them to the documentary record of imperial orders and juridical documents (firmānāt wa-hujaj), which accorded the Armenians the closet in the Holy Sepulchre. The governor, too, instructed the Süryani to consolidate their documentary standing by producing their own papers and orders (awrāq aw awāmir). Notably, the Süryani bishop did not reference yamakhk in this initial account (it is also not clear what the Arabic equivalent would be). In fact, in his response to the Rumi rayyis he maintained that there were not any terms between the Süryani and the Armenians. But as the Ottoman government involved itself, the crisis shifted from one of local knowledge and practice to one of imperial management and documentation. Networks of imperial connection were set into action, and Istanbul became central. Concluding, Jirjis wrote,
The Rumi patriarch has written to his representative in Istanbul and to his patriarch, and is awaiting the response, as he informed us. We too sent a telegram to the Rumi patriarch in Istanbul and to the Grand-Vezirate [al-ṣadāra] and are awaiting the response. It has reached us that the Armenians, too, have informed Istanbul, the Grand-Vezirate, and their patriarch [in Istanbul]. We request your Beatitude’s attention [ḥimmat ghubṭatikum] that you contact the Sublime Porte and the Rumi patriarchate, as well as your Beatitude’s representative in Istanbul.53

In the years that followed the bishop’s initial letter to the patriarch, the Jerusalem crisis would grow and a variety of bureaucratic actors would become involved in its attempted resolution. The bureaucrats conducted investigations, crafted reports, and left a paper trail at every turn. By this time, the reforms of the Tanzimat were well underway and a massive bureaucratic apparatus existed to handle the crisis. At the imperial level, the reformers had created an office known as the minister of religious sects and justice (ʿadliyye ve-mezāhib nāẓiri). This minister was to manage intercommunal conflict across the empire.54 Locally, there was the office of the governor (mutaṣarrīf). It was to this office that the Süryani made initial recourse in the bishop’s telling. There existed many other bureaucratic offices and councils that investigated the conflict, as well. The Jerusalem administrative council (meclis-i idare)—a creation of the Tanzimat—prepared reports for the minister of religious sects and justice. A police council (meclis-i ẓabīyye) prepared reports for the foreign minister (hāriciyye nāẓiri) while the police undersecretary (müṣṭes̲ar) prepared reports for the governor. These, too, were creations of the Tanzimat.55 All together, these reports and correspondences constituted a modern network of bureaucratic administration and oversight.

Through their investigations, the bureaucrats learned of the old administrative arrangement known as yamaklīk. It was clearly not something they had come across before. But the Armenians had produced documents that outlined the arrangement’s parameters. Yamaklīk was documented and thus legitimate, and the bureaucracy confirmed it as such. On 5 September 1892, for instance, the Jerusalem administrative council—along with the governor and representatives of the Armenian and Rumi spiritual councils (also Tanzimat creations)—composed a report to the Minister of Religious Sects and Justice. The report stated that the Süryani were unable to produce any documents proving that their cemetery was independent and particular to them (mustakillan ve-mahṣūsan). Furthermore, the Armenians furnished a firman and juridical documents (hucec-i şerīyye) demonstrating that the Süryani were yamak to the Armenians, and that they were therefore required, like the Copts and Ethiopians, to ask the Armenian patriarchate for permission to bury their dead in the cemetery. And as specified in the original firman, they concluded, the cemetery’s northern door was to remain open from morning until evening for the purposes of visiting the dead.56 This was the documentary record, and it was paramount.

The bureaucrats were disciplined historians. What, they had to ascertain, was the Süryani–Armenian arrangement in Jerusalem? The Süryani and the Armenians had divergent answers to this question, and it was the bureaucrats’ job to cut through the noise and parse the truth. But only some evidence was admissible. Local Süryani knowledge was dubious and held no sway. Hard documentation, by contrast—this, the bureaucrats could rely upon. Similar to that of the administrative council, a police report to the foreign minister from June of 1892 held that juridical documents demonstrated that the Süryani...
were allowed to visit the shrines in question on particular dates only. The investigator even cited the particular document on the basis of which he had reached this conclusion: a firman from 1269 hijri, some forty years earlier, the most recent such imperial edict. Thus did a bureaucratic logic of documentary history come to reformulate the Süryani–Armenian relationship in Jerusalem.57

The Armenians understood the epistemological change taking place. In October of the same year, they made their case to the grand vezir by way of a letter from the Armenian representative in Istanbul. His position was straightforward: the Süryani complaints consisted of nothing but lies and slander (tezvîrât ve-muftarayâtı). They were out simply to defame the Armenian millet and its honor (nâmüs). His tone was cool and confident as he plainly laid out the documented terms of the Süryani–Armenian yamak relationship.

As was explicitly laid out even in the Süryani patriarch’s and his predecessors’ berats . . . at specified times, the Süryani can come pray and conduct rites at the shrines which are independently owned by the Armenian millet in Jerusalem. They have gone beyond the bounds of their accepted status as yamak to the Armenian millet [Ermeni milletinin yamağı ve Ermeni batırılgı dahilinde bulunmazı kabul etmiş olmalarından ileri gelmiş].58

For the Armenians, the documentary record was on their side. The Armenians furthermore had a long history of communal presence in Istanbul and were familiar with the workings of Ottoman imperial governance. They were cosmopolitan and connected, in stark contrast to the much more provincial Süryani community. Their millet status and documentary proof of Süryani yamaklık gave them the upper hand.

Several months later, the Süryani representative in Istanbul—a position they had achieved in 188559—wrote the grand vezir to complain about this decision and the investigation more generally. The Jerusalem governor had not responded to his inquiries. The representative wrote that, in the meantime,

the Armenians have left their cemetery, which is larger than their needs require [ihtiyaçlarına kâfi mîkdâr dan . . . vási ] and buried their dead in ours. They have taken their old headstones [eski mezâr taşlarını] and moved them to our plot [arsa]. They have begun to turn our graveyard into an Armenian cemetery [mezârîğımızı Ermeni kabristanı şekline väz’ ve tebdîle başlamışlardır].60

In response, the minister of religious sects and justice himself wrote to the grand vezir. The Süryani complaints, he held, consisted of slander (muftarayâtı). He insisted that the investigations were repeated and impartial (bî-taraf).61 This was not a battle the Süryani could win.

Amid the local investigations and bureaucratic correspondence, the Süryani turned to an alternative strategy: communal petitions. As early as April 1891, petitions began to arrive in Istanbul bearing, all told, thousands of Süryani stamp-signatures. I have come across four such petitions—there were likely more. One came from Mosul and included a comparatively modest eighty-five stamp-signatures.62 The second, from Urfa (Edessa), featured 395 stamp-signatures.63 Another petition from Urfa, which arrived nearly two years later, carried 419 stamp-signatures, some the same as from the earlier petition.64 The largest, from Syria, carried an astonishing 688 stamp-signatures—this on a single petition (Figure 1).65 These petitions demonstrate that the crisis had grown considerably. The content of each was by and large the same, and the question of yamaklık stood at the center. We will consider the petition from Syria as a demonstrative example.
After praising Caliph ʿUmar and the protection afforded the Süryani by him and all the Ottoman sultans, the petitioners identified the root of the crisis in Jerusalem. “For several years now the Armenians,” the petitioners wrote, “have used the expression yamaklık as a pretext [ser-riṣte] to seize and interfere [iṭṭihāz, mudāhale] with our aforementioned places of worship.” They continued: “They are profiting from the opportunity as if this yamaklık has anything to do with our mezheb, places of worship, and properties” (firsatdan bil-istifāde giyva şu yamaklığın mezheb ve meʿâbid ve emlākımıza medhalı var imiş gibi). “The Armenians,” they explained,

are crushing our monks and community daily [gūne gūn ile cemaat ve ruhbânımızı ezmekde]. They are occupying our places of worship and taking our property [ve meʿâbid ve emlākımızı istilā eylemekde]. They have seized our cemetery and are destroying our graves [kabristanımızda žabî ve
To conclude, they pleaded and begged that the sultan, “giving an end” to this *yamaklîk* as soon as possible, return their shrine and place of worship to their humble community (*cemaat-i ʿâcizânemîz*)

Beyond the sheer quantity of signatures, these petitions are significant for several reasons. For one, each of the 1,000-plus signatories (granted some duplicates from Urfa) had his own stamp. These were not just any Süryanî in the community. The Ottomans took note of the petitioners’ status in their investigative reports, observing that the complaints concerning the cemetery in Jerusalem were being lodged by Süryanî “notables” (*mu ʿteberân*).\(^{66}\) What is more, the petitions were arriving from all over. The four petitions considered were sent from three separate *vilâyets* (Aleppo, Syria, and Mosul) in the empire. The Ottomans took note of this, too.\(^{67}\) Crucially, the titles of the signatories reveal that this was an issue of both lay and ecclesiastical concern. Both petitions from Urfa, for instance, include signatories from the Süryanî spiritual council (*meclis-i rûhânî*) in addition to the lay council (*meclis-i cîsmânî*), both creations of the Tanzimat.\(^{68}\) More striking still, the petition from Syria included the stamps of 128 *muhtar* s, another creation of the Tanzimat. *Muhîts* were communal headmen, two of whom were elected by community members in each village (*karyê*).\(^{69}\) At a minimum, then, this petition purported to speak for the Süryanî of sixty-four villages in Syria, likely the ones around Damascus.

I want to suggest that there is a connection between the primacy that the 19th-century Ottoman bureaucracy accorded the documentary record and this novel form of Süryanî communal expression. Through this crisis the Süryanî came to realize that the Ottoman bureaucracy was narrowly concerned with the documentary paper trail. Their insistence on customary rights and appeals to tradition fell on deaf ears. No longer was the past a negotiation between local parties about that which had always been—*kadîmden berî*. Rather, it was a record, a document, textual evidence. Thus, when thousands of Süryanî impressed their personal stamps on petitions from around the empire they were instantiating themselves not simply in the present but also in the past. These petitions were a show of force and a demonstration of their mass, collective existence, but more immediately the petitions were the 19th-century bureaucratic creation of the Süryanî community itself.

### The Tanzimat Reforms and Communal Identity

By way of conclusion, I wish to reflect on some of the implications of the Süryanî petitions for our understanding of religious community in the late Ottoman Empire. But first, we should attend to the questions that would have most concerned the Süryanî petitioners themselves: were they able to achieve independent millet status, and did they successfully regain access to their holy spaces? Concerning the latter, it appears that the Ottomans came to no satisfactory resolution. Disputes between the Armenians and the Süryanî continued through the 1890s and even into the period of the British Mandate. Archer Cust, a British civil servant in Palestine, penned a report in 1929 on the holy places in Jerusalem and Bethlehem. Likely referring to the *khazânâ* from the bishop’s initial letter, Cust too...
found that the Süryani “have never been able to produce convincing evidence in support of their claim to the proprietorship of this Chapel.” Nor, it seems, were the Süryani ever able to achieve full millet status. While in some yearbooks (sg. salname) from the 1890s, the Süryani were listed as separate from the Armenians, one scholar found that as late as 1914 the efforts for complete separation were still ongoing. Despite their apparent failure, however, these petitions succeeded in bringing the Süryani cause to the attention of the highest echelons of the Ottoman state.

Just weeks after the largest Süryani petitions arrived in Istanbul, a report for the sultan was prepared by none other than famed Ottoman statesman, historian, and Tanzimat reformer Ahmed Cevdet Pasha. By then seventy years old, Cevdet Pasha had overseen the implementation of the Tanzimat reforms as inspector general in Bosnia-Herzegovina and later as the governor of Aleppo. He had headed the commission to draft the new Ottoman civil code known as the Mecelle, in addition to authoring a number of well-known works of history. In 1875, Cevdet Pasha had been appointed as minister of justice and would go on to serve in various other ministries over the next fifteen years. By the time he prepared this 1893 report on behalf of the Council of Ministers (Meclis-i Vükela) for the sultan, he held no official post. Perhaps the council had sought his historical expertise in this dispute which centered on competing narratives—and documentary records—of the past.

Before recommending a course of action, Cevdet Pasha gave a concise history of the Süryani–Armenian administrative relationship. Upon the conquest of Constantinople, Mehmet Fatih had appointed a patriarch for the Armenians organized as they were, he explains, for “it was a time of emperors” (imparatorlar zamanında olduğu surette). As for the Armenian episcopates elsewhere—in Sis, for instance—they would be represented through the Armenian patriarch in Istanbul. Similarly, when Selim conquered Kurdistan and the Arab world and encountered Süryani and Nestorians with no patriarch in Istanbul, he decided that their affairs would also be handled through the Armenian patriarchate. Over time, the Süryani had objected to interference in their particular denominational affairs (umur-u mahsûsa-yı mezhebiyeleri) and began to complain. The Armenian patriarchate, he notes, wished to list Süryani in the Armenian registers (defterler) such that the Armenian population appeared higher. In unison, a series of Süryani ecclesiastical rankholders (silsila-yı merâtib-i râhbanîyye) had complained that, although the Armenian patriarchate served as their intermediary in Istanbul, their ecclesiastical ranks had in fact never been tied to the Armenians and that the Armenians were thus infringing upon their traditional rights (hukuk-u kadimemiz). The Süryani furthermore requested, Cevdet Pasha continues, that the Ministry of Religious Sects and Justice form a committee comprised of the leaders of the other denominations (diğer mezhebler ru esâsından) and resolve the dispute in this way, to which they were accustomed (mu‘tâd olduğundan). In any case, he concludes, the preservation of the Süryanis’ traditional rights was of the utmost necessity (hukuk-u kalimelerinin muhâfazası elzem olduğundan), and thus the Ministry of Religious Sects and Justice should carry out the necessary investigations.

Cevdet Pasha’s endorsement of the notion of traditional Süryani rights and the necessity of their preservation is remarkable, the results of the investigations notwithstanding. With their petitions, the Süryani had convinced this paradigmatic statesman of the 19th-century Ottoman reforms that they constituted a collectivity with claims to the
past which had ramifications for the present. Their success lay in their ability to couch a claim about history within the production of a documented community in the present. More than that, though, this communal documentation drew on forms of representation created by the Tanzimat reforms themselves. This is a crucial point, one that was perhaps lost even on Cevdet Pasha. He observed that the petitions had been sent by a series of Süryani “ecclesiastical rankholders” (silsila-yi merâtib-i râhbâniyye). But these were not all clergymen. Far outnumbering the bishops and monks were those who signed mu’teber, muhtar, or a ‘żâ. Although it is not clear what exactly mu’teber refers to beyond simply a “notable,” muhtar and a ‘żâ refer to positions of 19th-century Tanzimat creation.

The creation of such positions was part of the reformers’ attempt to redirect their subjects’ allegiances away from their various religious communities and toward the state. Religious affiliation would be replaced by a notion of Ottomanism (osmanlılık) and Ottoman subjects would become something more like Ottoman citizens. The vilayet law of 1864 worked toward precisely this end. In order to represent the empire’s heterogeneous population and cultivate Ottomanism, the reformers created the position of the muhtar, or headman. Though institutionalized in 1829 for Muslim communities, the muhtar system was only applied to non-Muslim communities after the vilayet law of 1864. In each village, two muhtars were to be elected for each religious community.

Here we see a tension within the ideal of Ottomanism: the reformers sought to cultivate an Ottoman identity irrespective of religious difference, but the only way they could conceive of the heterogeneous population that had to be homogenized was on the basis of membership in a religious community. A ‘żâ denoted a member of a council, or meclis, and these too were creations of the 1864 vilayet law. A similar tension existed here; in the administrative councils (sg. meclis-i idare) at each level of provincial administration, seats were extended to the local heads of the non-Muslim millets.

But herein lay the problem for the Süryani. It was precisely the coherence of the religious community and its status as a millet for which they were fighting. Thus emerged a dialectic of community and representation: the muhtars’ and a ‘żâs’ claim to representation was based on the existence of the community, but they used their newly institutionalized powers of representation to bring that very community into being. This communal formulation was neither evidence of nationalism nor a repudiation of Ottomanism, however, for the Süryani supported continued Ottoman sovereignty. Like the Sephardic Jews of Palestine, they envisioned an imperial future. And besides, community, as noted above, was built into the structure of the Tanzimat reforms and its Ottomanist ideals, even if paradoxically.

What these petitions demonstrate is the confluence of a rising documentary conception of history and the proliferation of forms of representation. With these petitions, the Süryani produced a community that could not be ignored because the terms of their self-expression conformed to those of the 19th-century Tanzimat state. Insofar as the existence of the community required a documentary record, these petitions marked the birth of the Süryani community. The Ottomans were resolving the crisis in Jerusalem through a bureaucratic system in which the Süryani community did not exist. For the Süryani, of course, this absence was a problem. With the petitions, they wrote themselves into the bureaucratic record. The petitions furthermore reformulated the Süryani relationship to the past according to a bureaucratic conception of history to which documentation was central. It is not happenstance that a shared Süryani-Armenian cemetery and the
headstones it contained featured so prominently in this conflict. The dead were now documentation for the living. Thus when the Süryani representative in Istanbul complained that the Armenians were replacing Süryani headstones with Armenian ones— analogous to the Armenian attempt to list the Süryani as Armenians in the population registers—there was a real sense of existential threat to the living Süryani community as well. Documentation collapsed the distinction between the dead and the living. The signatures did not simply resemble a graveyard; they were incarnating the past in present lives.

The Süryani explicitly connected their own separation from the Armenians to that of the Bulgarian Exarchate from the Greek Ecumenical Patriarchate. They made the case to Istanbul that, given the establishment of the Bulgarian Exarchate, the suitability of Süryani–Armenian separation was unambiguous. After all, the Bulgarians, they pointed out, shared the liturgical language, rites, and traditions of the Greeks, and even still they were recognized as separate. The Süryani’s liturgical language was Syriac, not Armenian, and their rites were completely different. Why should they not also have complete autonomy? The movement for Bulgarian autonomy, of course, would take a much different course than that of the Süryani. But this moment of Süryani petitioning, and the connections the Süryani drew between their incipient community and others, should push us to reconsider the possibilities of communal articulation in the late Ottoman Empire. The consequences of the Tanzimat reforms and their associated conceptions of history and documentation demand closer attention.
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